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Table 1. Confusion matrix for subcorpus B. 
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Table 2. Classification results for the automatic
detection of PBs using 3 boundary levels (0, 2 and 3)
for subcorpora A, A' (see text) and B. (Data set does
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Table 3. Contribution (percentage present) of 
prosodic cues to PB detection for PB levels 2 and 3, 
in subcorpus B. N=number of syllables, P=pause, 
R=large rise (?10ST), F= large fall (?10ST), 
r=small rise (?4ST) , T=pitch prominence (?5ST), 
L2=lengthening ?2, L3=lengthening ?3 .
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Table 4. Classification results for subcorpus B for the 
automatic detection of major PBs using either pause 
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